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ABSTRACT

Objectives: To examine how different safety rope protocols impact on subjective anxiety and self-confidence levels and plasma cortisol concentrations and the relationship between subjective states and cortisol during rock climbing.

Methods: Participants (n = 12) were tested in three climbing conditions that were designed to induce low, moderate and high physical and mental stress. Plasma cortisol concentrations were collected before and after climbing and participants reported subjective anxiety and self-confidence states for each climb.

Results: Repeated measures analysis of variance showed significant differences between conditions for somatic anxiety ($F_{2, 22} = 7.74, p = 0.009$), self-confidence ($F_{2, 22} = 9.52, p = 0.001$) and change in plasma cortisol concentration ($F_{2, 22} = 3.71, p = 0.041$). Preplanned polynomial comparisons showed that these were linear effects; somatic anxiety was higher in the higher stress conditions whilst self-confidence was lower. Plasma cortisol concentration change was also linear. Regression analyses showed cubic relationships between plasma cortisol concentration and cognitive anxiety ($R^2 = 0.452$), self-confidence ($R^2 = 0.281$) and somatic anxiety ($R^2 = 0.268$).

Conclusions: There is a relationship between plasma cortisol concentration and subjective anxiety and self-confidence states during rock climbing. Changes in the way the safety rope is organised can impact on anxiety, cortisol concentration and self-confidence during rock climbing.

Rock climbing is a recreational adventure sport with physical and psychological demands. Climbers ascend a defined route which means using a limited number of holds and features on the wall for support and progression. This creates a physical demand on the performer but difficult climbing also places significant demands on cognitive processing and emotional control. Cognitive processing tasks include technical decisions about how to complete the moves between holds and tactical decisions including speed of climbing, the use of resting and recovery positions, and when to clip the safety rope into anchors. Technical and tactical decisions can be compromised if a climber exhibits poor emotional control, resulting in errors including clipping the rope from inefficient positions, missing opportunities to rest, and making moves in a less than optimal fashion.

Most studies on the demands of rock climbing have concentrated on the physical elements of the task and physical preparation for climbing. Previous research has explored lactate accumulation and clearance strategies but there is no published research on subjective anxiety and physiological stress responses to climbing and no study has examined how different climbing protocols might impact on stress and emotions. Williams, Taggart, and Carruthers measured adrenaline but not noradrenaline following a single climb on a sandstone outcrop. No attempt was made to relate this to emotional experience or the specific task demands of climbing.

Typically studies that have examined the demands of rock climbing tasks ignore any psychological element and treat climbing as a purely physical task. Clearly some physical responses such as heart rate and endocrine activity are likely to be a result of a combination of physical and psychological factors. Different climbing protocols can have a large impact on the physical, cognitive and emotional demands that a climber experiences even whilst climbing identical routes. During lead climbing a climber must complete the moves between holds and manage their own safety rope by clipping it into anchors on route. This style of climbing is considered the best way to ascend a rock climbing route and is the ideal to which climbers aspire. A climber failing to complete their route will generally fall a short distance until the slack rope in the system is taken up and they are caught. This can mean falling up to 3–4 m depending on venue and position on the route. A common training protocol called top roping involves climbing a route with a safety rope threaded through an anchor at the top of the route. During this style of ascent the climber does not need to attend to the safety rope so can concentrate on the physical moves in a secure setting. Failing to complete the route simply results in sagging on to the rope. Clearly this should be a less stressful style of climbing and as a result climbers consider top roping to be a preparation activity.

A key aspect of climbing activities is the anxiety that participants often experience and this is acknowledged by writers such as Hörst and Godard and Neumann who include anxiety management as a fundamental skill for the accomplished rock climber. The tendency of climbing to induce anxiety means that measuring an objective stress marker could provide a useful link in understanding the relationship between the...
subjective experience of rock climbing and the situation itself.

Cortisol levels have often been used as an objective marker for stress. Acute stressors including examinations and exhaustive exercise have been shown to result in an increase in cortisol levels. However, the relationship between cortisol level and stress has not always been clear. Cortisol reactivity in response to stress has been shown to differ between individuals. The reasons suggested for this are varied but Smyth et al. reported that approximately 25% of their participants showed little or no emotional response that they were expected to experience. The research protocol informing the participants of the elicitation of positive or negative emotions related to arousal without emotional arousal would need to present stimuli that could clarify the relationship between cortisol, stress and positive directional response. Pollard’s view was that further research to elicit a negative emotional response. Brown cortisol responses to activities that were a priori assumed to increase cortisol levels. She criticised the research paradigm of examining cortisol responses to activities that were assumed to either increase cortisol levels. Pollard’s suggestion was that increased cortisol levels may be more indicative of heightened emotional arousal rather than stress or anxiety levels alone. Even when experimenters have used protocols to examine responses to both positive and negative mood states there has still been a deliberate selection of ‘mood inducer’ which has been chosen to elicit a particular directional response. Pollard’s view was that further research to clarify the relationship between cortisol, stress and positive emotional arousal would need to present stimuli that could elicit positive or negative emotions related to arousal without the research protocol informing the participants of the emotional response that they were expected to experience.

The current study examined climbers’ cortisol and subjective emotional responses to three differing rock climbing conditions. These conditions were designed to provide combinations of higher and lower levels of mental and physical stress. Top roping was employed as a low cognitive, emotional and physical stress condition, lead climbing was employed to provide a high cognitive, emotional and physical stress condition and a third intermediate condition was designed with physical and cognitive demands identical to the leading condition but an emotional demand similar to top roping. This condition had a top rope which provided emotional security and a lead rope that provided a physical and technical task identical to leading. We expected to find higher levels of plasma cortisol concentrations and subjective anxiety rating during more demanding conditions and to be able to relate plasma cortisol concentrations to subjective emotional state. A key aim of this study was to explore how physical and mental stressors can impact on responses to the activity.

**METHOD**

Twelve healthy male volunteers (age 20.67 (SD 1.50) years) completed the study. All participants were intermediate rock climbers and had from 3.5 to 4 years’ climbing experience; in addition, all had completed a minimum of a 14 week training programme that included lead climbing. The 12 participants were all engaged in climbing activities two to three times per week at the time of the study. The mean height of participants was 1.77 (SD 0.07) m, weight was 69.61 (SD 5.7) kg and body fat 9.0 (SD 5.2)%. All participants were fully informed of the nature of the study, signed consent statements and were aware that they could withdraw from the study at any stage. Approval for the study was granted by the University Ethical Committee.

**Procedure**

Climbers completed an initial familiarisation climb on the route which acted as a vetting process ensuring that volunteers were able to climb at the required level. The familiarisation was to make the three test conditions more comparable by ensuring that climbers had prior experience of the route and the data collection methods before all test conditions. Participants were assigned a climbing schedule for the three test conditions. Climbers completed the route in “lead” condition, “top-rope” condition and “lead and top-rope” condition in a randomised order.

The lead condition replicated the generally accepted best way to ascend a rock climbing route and the climber was required to work out and execute the moves required to link the holds and manage the safety rope during the ascent. The maximum fall on the set route would have been no more than 2 m. The top-rope condition replicated a training practice whereby the climber is ascended with the safety rope already in place. The lead and top-rope condition was designed to maintain the physical and decision-making task demands of managing the safety rope during climbing whilst eliminating the prospect of actually falling, thereby reducing the emotional control demand. In this condition climbers trailed a rope that they clipped into the on-route anchors but were also secured by the top rope and so would sag onto the top rope rather than fall onto the lead rope if they were to fail on the climb. This condition is unusual for experienced rock climbers but allowed a unique insight into the contribution of the emotional control element to the full task demands of lead climbing. We expected to see an intermediate level of stress for this condition, with leading producing the highest level of stress and top roping the lowest.

All climbers were asked to refrain from exercise on the day prior to testing and to avoid eating within 2 h of testing. A minimum of 2 days was set between trials. Trials for each climber were set at the same time of day to control for diurnal rhythm variations in cortisol. Climbers also completed the same warm-up prior to each trial, which included 5 minutes of light jogging, sport-specific mobilisation exercises and a climbing-specific warm-up on the climbing wall.

**Subjective anxiety assessment**

Anxiety and self confidence were assessed using a Competitive State Anxiety Inventory (CSAI-2R) questionnaire completed by participants in order to provide a subjective assessment of anxiety levels during climbing. This CSI2-R was completed immediately after climbing and participants were asked to summarise what they had felt on the route. Although not strictly a competitive event, the route was set at a level where the participants found it very challenging and the climbers were asked to respond to questions relating to competition with completion of the route in mind.

**Plasma cortisol concentrations**

Plasma cortisol concentrations were calculated from capillary blood samples. Blood was taken from the little finger of the non-preferred hand in order to have as little impact on climbing as possible. Blood samples (500 μl) were collected using lithium-heparin CB300LH Microvettes (Sarstedt Aktiengesellschaft & Co., Nümbrecht, Germany). Blood samples were kept on ice before being spun for 5 minutes at 4°C and 10 000 rpm in a
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Regression analyses were undertaken where appropriate. Post hoc planned comparisons were used in order to account for the variations in initial plasma cortisol concentrations resulting from interindividual and intraindividual differences. Post hoc planned comparisons using polynomial contrasts were undertaken where appropriate. Regression analyses were calculated to explore the extent to which plasma cortisol concentrations could be predicted from anxiety scores. As participants were used more than once Scott and Holt's inflation factor was applied in order to correct for non-independence of the sample.

**Statistical analysis**

Differences between state anxiety levels in the three conditions were assessed using separate one way repeated measures analyses of variance (RM ANOVA) for cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety and self-confidence. Plasma cortisol concentration response was assessed by RM ANOVA for the three climbing conditions. Plasma cortisol concentration delta (Δ) scores were used in order to account for the variations in initial plasma cortisol concentrations resulting from interindividual and intraindividual differences. Post hoc planned comparisons using polynomial contrasts were undertaken where appropriate. Regression analyses were calculated to explore the extent to which plasma cortisol concentrations could be predicted from anxiety scores. As participants were used more than once Scott and Holt's inflation factor was applied in order to correct for non-independence of the sample.

**RESULTS**

RM ANOVA showed significant differences for somatic anxiety (F\(_{2,22} = 7.74, \ p = 0.009, \ \eta^2 = 0.41\)) and self-confidence (F\(_{2,22} = 9.52, \ p = 0.001, \ \eta^2 = 0.46\)) scores but not for cognitive anxiety. Subsequent polynomial comparisons showed a linear contrast for both somatic anxiety (F\(_{1,11} = 9.28, \ p = 0.011, \ \eta^2 = 0.46\)) and self-confidence (F\(_{1,11} = 13.98, \ p = 0.003, \ \eta^2 = 0.56\)). As can be seen in fig 1, somatic anxiety was highest in the leading condition and lowest in the top rope condition. Self-confidence, however, was highest in the top rope condition and lowest in the lead condition. Whilst the absolute scores for cognitive anxiety were greatest in the high stress condition with a small increase in plasma cortisol concentration and lowest in the low stress condition they were not statistically different.

A RM ANOVA examining Δ plasma cortisol concentration showed a significant difference (F\(_{2,22} = 3.71, \ p = 0.041, \ \eta^2 = 0.25\)). Cortisol concentrations in the highest stress situation rose whilst cortisol concentrations in the least stressful situation actually dropped during the activity. Polynomial comparisons showed a linear contrast (F\(_{1,11} = 5.07, \ p = 0.046, \ \eta^2 = 0.32\)).

Regression analyses showed a cubic relationship between cognitive anxiety and cortisol (R\(^2\) = 0.425, p<0.001). This relationship can be seen in fig 3. For very low cognitive anxiety scores, between 10 and 15 points on the CSAI-2R scale, cortisol decreased as anxiety increased. Above cognitive anxiety scores of approximately 16 there was a steady increase of plasma cortisol concentration as cognitive anxiety score increased. The relationship between self-confidence and plasma cortisol concentration (fig 4) was also cubic (R\(^2\) = 0.281, p = 0.004). The curve for self-confidence and plasma cortisol concentration shows the lowest plasma cortisol concentrations corresponding to a CSAI-2R self-confidence score of approximately 31.

Regression analysis also showed a cubic relationship between somatic anxiety and cortisol (R\(^2\) = 0.268, p = 0.017). Generally higher levels of reported somatic anxiety were associated with higher levels of plasma cortisol concentrations (fig 5); however, an initial rise in cortisol concentrations was followed by a plateau between approximately 15 and 21 on the somatic anxiety scale (CSAI-2R), after which the rising cortisol levels continued.

**DISCUSSION**

Subjective somatic anxiety scores and self-confidence were significantly different in the three conditions. Trends were as expected. The most stressful condition resulted in the highest somatic anxiety rating and lowest self-confidence rating. Polynomial analyses showed that these were linear contrasts with the intermediate condition (lead and top rope) lying between the two more extreme conditions. The increased emotional element of the full lead condition resulted in significantly different responses from the lead and top rope condition. This is an important finding, as physiological studies have tended to operate from a position that assumes physical load is the key component in climbing responses.

The trend for cognitive anxiety was similar. The most stressful condition produced the most cognitive anxiety and the least stressful condition produced the least cognitive anxiety; however, no significant differences were found for cognitive anxiety. This finding was unexpected. Intuitively one might expect increasingly stressful conditions to produce significantly increasing levels of cognitive anxiety.

These results indicate that physical and psychological load need to be considered in any study of rock climbing responses or performance. We would suggest that there is a different impact on anxiety and confidence levels when participants are required to manage their own safety rope, and when falling has more significant consequences.

Cortisol responses (Δ) were different for each climbing condition with a small increase in plasma cortisol concentration for the most stressful condition (lead), no change for lead and top rope and a reduction in cortisol for the least stressful condition (top rope). RM ANOVA with preplanned polynomial contrasts showed that this was a linear effect.

Regression analyses showed cubic relationships between self-confidence, somatic and cognitive anxiety, and plasma cortisol concentration. Figure 5 shows that increases in cortisol concentration were generally associated with increases in reported somatic anxiety symptoms, except for a plateau in cortisol concentration which occurred around 90 ng/ml and corresponded to somatic anxiety scores between 15 and 21 points. The positive trend would support Pollard's view that arousal can result in increases in cortisol levels. However, in this study cortisol changes were most noticeable when arousal symptoms (somatic anxiety) were very weak or moderately to very strong. A moderate degree of somatic anxiety led to quite undifferentiated cortisol responses.

The best fit line for cognitive anxiety and plasma cortisol concentration (fig 2) is particularly interesting as the relationship it describes is cubic. The highest cortisol levels were still found when cognitive anxiety was high, but the lowest levels of cortisol were actually found when cognitive anxiety scores were approximately 16 points. A possible explanation of this phenomenon might be that between 10 and 15 points cognitive...
Figure 1  Subjective anxiety and self-confidence rating for each climbing condition

anxiety is not the most dominant emotion and that arousal levels may actually be driven by an alternate emotion. The self-confidence scale of the CSAI-2R is normally found to correlate negatively with the cognitive anxiety scale, and so is sometimes considered unnecessary by researchers.\textsuperscript{17} In this case it may indicate positive emotional elements becoming more dominant as cognitive anxiety drops to very low levels. Further research could investigate this possibility.

An important aspect of the present study was that mood states were induced naturally by an activity that could, and did, evoke a spectrum of anxiety and self-confidence responses. Brown et al.,\textsuperscript{13} who found that both elation and sadness resulted in increases of serum cortisol concentration, have expressed concern that too often studies have been set up in such a way that participants were given unambiguous expectations of the mood changes that experimenters wanted to study, and have pointed out that this has been shown to lead to the expected moods being reported. Meta-analysis showed that participants have often reported more extreme mood changes when experimental design made clear the intentions of experimenters to manipulate moods.

In conclusion, the present study indicates that research into cortisol responses to naturally occurring, positive and negative, mood states during controlled stressors could lead to a fuller understanding of cortisol responses. Activities which have the potential to elicit strong mood states in either direction may provide an experimental platform to support this kind of research.
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**What is already known on this topic**

There is very little research on the psychological impact of rock climbing, and none links subject anxiety ratings to plasma cortisol concentrations. Studies have examined the effects of acute stress on cortisol, but these have tended to be in situations with very clear positive or negative emotional connotations. Stressors that have more open-ended interpretations have received little attention in psychobiological research.
What this study adds

These results show that there is a link between the task demands of differing rock climbing protocols and the psychobiological status of rock climbers. Increasing task demands impact on both subjective anxiety responses and plasma cortisol concentrations. In this study rock climbing provides a stressor which can be interpreted in a more open-ended manner by participants than many research protocols have allowed, and this means that subjective responses are relatively free from suggestibility effects. Changes in plasma cortisol concentrations relate to task demand and are linked to cognitive anxiety, somatic anxiety and self confidence ratings.